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THE BOAT
She knew there was no gun pointing at her back. The fact
that she knew it both amazed and depressed her.
She detested the whole idea of guns: the undeserved aura
of power they gave one individual over another; their instant
recognition as an instrument of fear by every citizen of every
country anywhere in the world; their trivialised convenience
when it came to providing conclusion or prolonging action
in all forms of fiction. They were the hand-tools of death,
designed and purchased for only that purpose.
She abhorred them, and yet, in the past twenty-four hours,
she had fired two bullets into a corpse and at least one into
living flesh. No wonder instinct could now deliver the revelation that there was no gun presently aimed at her back,
though she knew very well there would be a handgun concealed somewhere, probably in the waistband of his jeans.
Behind perhaps, where his hands would be.
“Now that you have arrived, we should proceed inside,
yes...?”
She was reminded of how softly and politely spoken he
was. Everything she had ever seen of him had been gentle
and controlled.
He had dropped from the low bridge to the enclosed deck
she had just crossed, and he had done it with all of the arrogant ease and agility of a cat. The vessel had bounced
slightly at its mooring, in exactly the way she feared it must
have done previously, when she had boarded from the water.
Otherwise there was continued silence and calm.
She knew even before he spoke that this would be the one
they knew as Omar. The one she knew as Quinn would be
leaping nowhere. He was the one she had shot in the leg.
She turned, and everything was as she had foreseen.
Omar stood not two metres from her, in jeans and sneakers
and long-sleeved designer shirt with the one visible sleeve
rolled back once from the wrist. He was poised easily, riding
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the swell and the situation, one hand behind back, either
close to a waist-banded gun or holding it. Perhaps she’d been
wrong there, and holding a weapon out of sight was simply
the more efficient option. He’d have wanted to know the item
was secure when he’d leapt, however deftly.
His skin was the deep mahogany tone she would forever
associate with one of those flashes of infant memory. Her
grandfather; his nicotine-stained fingers. This skin was the
same tone, but varnished here to a remarkable sheen. His hair
was black and sleek, just slightly too long to be fashionable,
at least in this adopted community. For him, the length was
a badge of identity. The darkest part of him was his eyes, the
black irises indistinguishable from their surrounds, the same
agate-like, anime circles they had been hours earlier beneath
a shadowy overhang out there in the bush. That sameness of
colour only served to focus their intensity, and their control.
She shivered, even inside the blue and black wetsuit, yet
never doubted why she had returned. His presence was the
vindication.
She didn’t need the wetsuit. The stares from the Unit
when she’d emerged wearing it were as furtive and ravaging
as if she had been wearing much less. She wore it because
it seemed the sensible thing to do. It certainly represented
a more comprehensive coverage than the couple of flimsy
items she’d been wearing on her first swim out here across
the Tweed; or worse, the ones she wore now underneath.
“I trust you didn’t scare the dolphins,” his voice hummed
on the still night air.
Did he know, or had he merely observed them and been
equally intrigued?
“Do you care?”
“We grow accustomed to their presence. For all of us, the
only reassurance on this bleak planet is the presence, in spite
of all man-made impediments, of unbridled nature.”
He spoke too formally, and way too far above his age,
which she estimated to be close to her own mid-twenties.
That distance defined the extent of his responsibilities. His
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English was perfect. Too perfect to belong anywhere. Certainly not Australian. Not nasal enough to pinpoint any British institution of learning. Yet hardly any extraneous slurs
that might delineate another accent either. He belonged nowhere, it seemed. Nowhere but here.
“The tide is running out,” she told him. “The trio that
passed me were heading for the sea.”
“There you are then. Lessons in Nature for us all.”
She had no response. This was no time to pretend affability. Although it had been her choice to return here, she had
not the slightest idea what she could accomplish. She only
knew that she was driven to try. This man knew everything
that they needed to know. There was no need for relationship, only wits. She was already testing those.
“Please...” He gestured towards the sliding cabin entrance.
The gesture meant that at least one hand was gun-free. “You
will find it is unlocked.”
It was only then that she noticed the presence of another
figure, settled on the control stool on the narrow bridge
above. It was only this figure’s movement as the boat rocked
on a bow-wave which had alerted her.
A flat-nosed charter houseboat was making its way inwards, seeking a night berth. They were late. They should
have made the daily check-in with the operators hours ago.
Would Omar know that, think that? He seemed to think
nothing, and her eyes eked nothing from the expression. The
darkened houseboat housed a dozen armed federal police. It
stuttered past on its innocent way.
She slid her eyes away in case they should betray her,
turning back again completely to face the entrance to the
deck cabin. She tested the sliding door. Yes, it was unlocked.
She slid it far enough across to create a person-sized gap.
The air-conditioning reached out for her through the wetsuit.
Obviously the generators were well-charged. Ready for sea
perhaps?
As she stepped inside, muted gold light flooded from a
side-lamp. Quinn’s hand glowed beneath the protrusion, hav-
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ing punched the switch. The falcon on its perch fluttered as
the gold fused with its eyes. The regal bird glared unhooded.
No doubt they had plenty of spares, but she took confident
delight from the fact that she knew where at least one of
those hoods now was.
Quinn sat upright on the tight side bench, his legs extended along it. Only a bulge of bandaging beneath the preferred tight jeans betrayed his wounded condition. She had
missed bone and artery then. It should have been a satisfying
shot, except that no discharge of a firearm aimed at another
human being would ever be that, no matter what the threat,
the hatred, the crime.
She felt Omar’s presence behind her, crowding the small
space she had opened to enter. There was no shove, no attempt at contact. She stepped forward to allow him through.
He slid the door closed behind them.

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL
SECURITY COUNCIL
TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEW

Surfer’s Paradise Offices,
Gold Coast, Queensland.
INTERVIEWING OFFICER: Snr. Sgt. (Fed.) Rana Malveen
SUBJECT OF INTERVIEW: (Ms) Saxony Knight
(Female Australian, approx. 24)
LOCATION:

INTERVIEWER

Is this your real name?

Subject silent. (Notes: Blank stare. Sarcasm? Arrogance? Unclear.)
INTERVIEWER

Sorry, it just doesn’t sound like a real
name...

(Notes: Provocation deliberate. Response: frozen stare, mindset
still undetermined.)
INTERVIEWER

“Saxony Knight.....”

Pause. Subject remains unresponsive.
(Notes: disconcerting. Malice? Bravado? Disdain? Feels like
last. Contrived?)
INTERVIEWER

I had to interview a girl called Saffron
once. Good name, Saffron. Tailor-made
for some professions I could name. Last
name...Rice. Saffron...Rice. Parents were
hippies, do you think? Or just thoughtless. Maybe we should credit them with
being thoughtful enough to know the
connection.

(Notes: “chat” not working. Barely a blink.)
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INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

You’d think they would have at least....
Who do you think you’ve arrested?

(Notes: interesting. Calm—usually denotes professional. Angry?
Pro would usually suppress. Controlled, however—so?)
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

Sorry....?
You’re right. Whom do you think you
have arrested?
I still don’t....
Here I am. And here you are asking me
my name. Who do you think I am? Who
is it exactly that you think you’ve arrested
here?
You’re not arrested.
Good.

Scraping of metal chair.
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER

Then as I understand it, under current
Australian law....
You’re detained.

Pause.
(Notes: only reaction to be motionless. Obvious awareness of the
concept. Inference?)
INTERVIEWER

There are special conditions. I thought
you would already have been made aware
of them. Should I read through the detail?

Scraping of metal chair.
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER

They’ve really got you by the short and
curlies, haven’t they?
Who has?
Don’t know that one either, ay? Do you
know why you’re here?
I’m here to talk to you.
So who am I that I deserve your time....all
this....?
That’s what we’re trying to establish.
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SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

No, not me. You. You’re trying to establish. I already know who I am. It’s just that
I can’t help wondering.....what happens
when you find out that you’ve detained
somebody who isn’t who you thought
they were?
We both know the events you’ve been involved in.
Who’s been involved?
Whose?
Who....is....it....that has been involved?
You.
Okay.... And now, who am I again?

(Notes: Delaying childish. Plays the innocent well.)
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

Who is it that you think has me by the
short and curlies?
Who’s in charge?
At the moment, I am.
Bullshit.
Do you see anybody else here?
If you’re in charge, God help us.
What makes you think that I’m not in....?
You’re nothing. You’re not even very
good at this little part of it. You’re the first
dopey chick they could find this side of
some geriatric old boiler in a power-suit
so they shoved you in here to be my pal.
Who’s pulling the strings? That’s all I’m
asking. Simple enough thing to want to
know, isn’t it?
Is that “they” then, is it?
No. (Surly...) What, you didn’t think I was
actually answering your question, did you?
If you want to believe.....
“They” are whoever it is this time who
have forced you to panic enough that
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you’d “detain” somebody you don’t know
for reasons “we both know” but just can’t
seem to establish. So you tell me who it is.
They’ve got you all scared shitless, whoever they are. Whoever you are. Which
doesn’t matter because they’ve won. Don’t
you even know who’s beaten you yet?
(Notes: pointless. Still feels very controlled. By?)
INTERVIEWER

So....Saxony Knight.....

Silence.
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

Is that you?
Oh, I get it. That was a set-up to make me
respond. Yes, I see. Hey, that’s clever. Is
that from a manual or do you think you
thought of it all by yourself? I was waiting for you to get into those jokes about
people’s names again. Excellent way to
win them over, by the way.... Truly excellent...
Do I presume from that....?
Maybe my father was a chess player. Saxons. Feature pieces carved to resemble
armies from a particular era. You’ve seen
those boards, haven’t you? Maybe my
mother was a historian....

Insert: both true as a matter of fact. Basically....
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER

Why don’t we go back to your original gag? The hippie parents. Were they
thoughtful or thoughtless? Prejudice on
your part perhaps? Not much.
I didn’t intend.....

Notes: she got me ! Done this before?
SUBJECT

Maybe that’s not me at all. Why do you
think that’s me?
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INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER

SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

The car was registered to a man identified
as Sebastian Knight...
Now there’s a joke name if ever I heard
one.
It had been garaged at Unity Towers, Bay
1306. The apartment of that number is
owned by the same Mister Knight. He
has one child, a daughter, Saxony. There
are family photos in the apartment. You
would now be of about the right age. They
could very well be of you.
You haven’t checked further? Punched
the name into every site in the universe? I
do have a driver’s licence....
There were no identifying papers with
you...
Try the bottom of the Tweed. South Arm.
And stop playing obtuse. If that’s a real
name, it takes a second to punch in and
only slightly longer to complete a search.
Which you’ve already done. So is that me
or isn’t it?
We need to confirm....
They really have got you running scared,
haven’t they? Burnt by past experience
perhaps?
We’re assembling a complete dossier....
Dossier? Call me a File Number. It fits
what you’re doing here. Dossiers are for
people who actually know what they’re
about.
We brought you straight here, didn’t we?
It’s less than ten minutes...
Is it? No watch. See?
Bottom of the Tweed?
Now you’re getting it.
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INTERVIEWER

SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER

Look, this is nothing. We need a fast confirmation so we can get on. We had nothing. You chose to be mute...
So you just went ahead and plundered
some poor family’s apartment, rummaged
through their personal belongings, all because I went and stole their car. Is that
legal?
The theft?

(Notes: droll look.)
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

Under the legislation.....
What did you think you were looking
for?
Anything....
What, see if he’d been cheating on his
Senior Citizens’ Card? See if there was a
hoard of foreign cash stashed away under
the rattan deck-chairs? See if there were
any illegal imports gathering dust in the
Wine Cellar....?
You seem to know a lot about this place.
(Laughs) I’m talking Gold Coast clichés. And oh look, here we are on the
Gold Coast. How is it you don’t recognise them? You’re the experts, aren’t you?
You’re the ones who raided this poor
bloke’s home.
There were reasons to believe....
Did you break anything?

(Notes: hesitated. Stupid. Should’ve kept on.)
SUBJECT

You did, didn’t you? What? His wife’s lifelong crystal collection? Some heirloom
from their immigrant past? Mementoes
that mean everything to them but fuckall to a few clod-hopper-ed fuzz who just
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INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

trundle in and ravage for the hell of it. If
fuzz is what you are, of course. Are you?
What makes you think.....?
Thought not. Cops are at least organised.
More organised than this anyway. Unless you’re the Keystone variety. Is that
what this is? Play-acting? New reality
show? The perky young host who’s not
actually talented enough to do anything
else but host is now about to burst in and
expect me to see the joke or something?
Watch me clutch my face like my facelift is falling. Watch me cry because this
is the most emotional experience of my
hard and damaged life. Is that it? Aren’t
you supposed to get permission from the
subjects before you start recording? Absolute joke, isn’t it? Permission required
just to use your image once on T.V. But
to detain, deprive of liberty, interrogate,
break and enter, search and destroy....
Do you really believe we’d....?
You don’t believe in anything. That’s
your problem. Someone else decides the
agenda, so you click your heels and go to
it. You don’t know why. Don’t even know
who you’re talking to. How can you possibly know what this is all about and what
it is you’re trying to find?

(Notes: over-talkative now. Good. Search for details in this later.)
SUBJECT

Everything you’re doing here might be
legal, but I tell you what, not one skerrick
of it is moral or just.

Pause.
(Notes: upset, but Uni-student “revolutionary” upset. True radical? Don’t think so. Rattled. Searching.)
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INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER

SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

Are you saying this situation under discussion is moral?
What situation? Me being held against
my will?
We have a......we have a dead body. One
of ours. Whoever we are, as you said. But
still one of ours. We have.....
Did you know him?
What do you....?
Your dead colleague. Did you know him?

Pause. Clearing of throat.
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER

SUBJECT

I worked with him once in Singapore....
Oh.... You were saying?
I was saying..... What was I saying? Yes.
We have....as I was saying....a dead body....
and....we have bullets in that body. We
have signs of him having been a passenger in Mr Knight’s car. We have sightings
of you as the driver. We have you detained
at the site. This isn’t a game.
Everything’s a game till there’s a result.
Then it gathers significance. Ask any
player. Champion player, that is. Which
eliminates you, doesn’t it?

(Notes: personal abuse is always a hopeful sign! That one bitter/
sarcastic/personal. What does she know?)
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER

SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER

What are you writing there? What the hell
are you writing there?
Just my notes. Reminders of what happened. We have the recordings, of course,
but when it’s transcribed....
That many notes and nothing’s happened?
No wonder you need a building this size.
You know this building?
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SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER

SUBJECT
INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

INTERVIEWER
SUBJECT

I know how long a lift has been humming
under my feet.
We don’t have a great deal of time. Can I at
least confirm that you are Saxony Knight?
You’ve taken away everything except
the tags on my clothes. Bit of Sussan’s,
in case you were wondering. Bit of City
Beach. Pleb clothes. What am I supposed
to confirm with? DNA? Here, lean closer.
I’ll spit on you.
That’s already arranged....
What, formalised spitting?
....We’ll have the information in good
time. We’re very anxious to move on this.
We need to know what happened, which
we believe is what you know. So while we
wait on the technology....
Wait, ay? Nobody waits on “CSI”.
True. But the perpetrator always gets
caught.
That’s two unrealities then, isn’t it? Good
to hear the word perpetrator, by the way.
I thought it was an expression they’d invented for British T.V.
You are Saxony Knight, the daughter of
Sebastian and Kara Knight?
Oh, that’s right. Sebastian. The bloke with
the funny name. And now you sit there
and also speak the name Kara. It’s an obscenity to even hear you say them.
Can I confirm.....?
Tell you what. That Sebastian bloke? You
keep suggesting he’s a wanker, and I’ll
keep calling him Dad. Okay?
Thank you....
If you’d bloody-well asked nicely....

THE INTERROGATORS

“She handled that well.”
“Rana’s one of our more promising.....”
“I meant Miss Knight.”
“She’s just being a smart-arse.”
“Well, we can see that. Why do you suppose that is?”
“She’s as guilty as all hell.”
“We also know that. What we don’t know is....of what?”
“Murder?”
“Is that a murderer?”
“Look....”
“My thoughts exactly.”
The camera through which they’d been viewing the confrontation occupied a space no bigger than one punch-hole
in the weave-patterned insulation tiles that cubed the room.
The screen on which they’d viewed it was a flat panel that
cast an image as life-sized as it would have been if they’d
been sweating behind the old-fashioned one-way glass of all
such rooms in the recent past. They’d missed no nuance of
the exchange and knew two things. Firstly, that this woman
was a key player in whatever business had led to the rather
gruesome death of one of their agents. Secondly, that although her current attitude caused both men to ram flexed
fists away into their pockets in the time-honoured gesture of
restraint, she was sounding for all the world like an unwitting participant.
Their problem was how to penetrate her pouty defensiveness and get decent, accurate information from her before
they lost further initiative out there in the field. The chances
were that, if they didn’t, even more devastating repercussions
could occur. They had not a moment’s sympathy right now
for some outraged amateur who wanted to rant with selfrighteous logic against a due process, one that was forced to
14
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operate against international enemies while financed with all
the resources of a local village. Righteousness was a splendid emotion, but far too expensive to be practical.
Neil Spilsbury accepted his superior’s summing-up for the
moment. He glanced away from the big screen to check over
his shoulder at the smaller screen that occupied his field of
vision for most of every day. The profile there was building,
but slowly. Too slowly. It was time he went in there himself,
even if only to alter the pace.
He turned his head towards the startling silver earpiece
that was also a daily ornament these days, even when he was
mobile. The head-turning was a ridiculous thing to do, the
intention being to bring the mouth closer to the microphone
even though the turn of the head only altered its angle and
did nothing to reduce the real distance from mouth to ear. He
thought of that every time he did it, but by now it was habit;
a leftover sign of how the majority of his career had been
passed in a pre-techno world.
His voice would connect with the more discreet earpiece
lodged in Senior Sergeant Malveen’s right ear. The sound
these days would never flood out and alert the subject, and
Sergeant Malveen knew better than to react.
“Rana....offer her a smoke and leave her alone....we’d better talk.”
“A smoke?” Myles Moloney queried, and the imperiousness in his voice reminded Neil Spilsbury that the Head of
the Australian National Security Council was a Victorian.
“What sort of a 1950’s thing is that? If you want them to relax these days, offer them a menu of specific drugs, legal or
otherwise. They’re all on the stuff, you know, one way or
another. Better still, offer them five minutes with their therapists. They’ve all got those too, haven’t they? Most of the
counselling paid for by us.” He thought for a moment, then
added. “Nobody actually smokes tobacco any more, do
they?”
Spilsbury took the whole response as rhetorical and ignored it. He knew where it was coming from. This ongoing
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incident had made their entire, newly-created department appear backward, ill-prepared and insignificant. Moloney was
the one who would be publicly and politically accountable
for that. Spilsbury, meantime, would be merely responsible
for his officer’s death.
“Political correctness,” Spilsbury chose to offer back.
“Nobody dares offer a headache powder or a peanut butter
sandwich in case of allergic reaction but we offer the world’s
biggest killer as a matter of course.”
“Then don’t.”
“You’d be amazed what information we can still get out of
a certain type of person after a small dose of nicotine. Commercially delivered.”
“Same with politicians. I keep several brands in my desk.
Is she of that type?”
“Hardly.”
“Thought not. So we are right about the identity and now
her parents names and address, are we, or is this entire thing
getting as ridiculous as it sounds?”
Spilsbury rose then and moved to his tall, commandbridge chair in front of the smaller screen. Spilsbury still
dressed himself daily in full, formal uniform as befitted his
rank as Acting Commissioner of Australian Federal Security,
a fully-delineated police force. He was “Acting” because his
predecessor had lost his post through a sacrificial lamb scenario similar to the one this was fast becoming, and the political masters could not decide on the best compromise to
replace him.
Moloney was also impeccably attired, but in a grey suit
and satiny blue tie, reminding everyone of his more civilian affiliations. Neither man ever removed his jacket. Some
would see this as a sign of their commitment; others as evidence that they seldom worked outside of an air-conditioned
environment.
The screen information continued to build. To this point,
a young woman known as Saxony Knight had never been
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suspected of anything to interest their departments so there
was no recorded material there. There was information
available on everyone, of course, but it took time and resources to assemble. The file remained free-line as all of
this assembled.
That also was a farce. Spilsbury knew very well who this
woman was. He’d been a duty officer for the clean-up. It had
been one of the most haunting experiences of his career.
Because of that, he chose not to pre-empt what technology
would soon discover. It was the same attitude he adopted
towards the frenzied media. Let them wait.
What puzzled Spilsbury was why Moloney was also playing dumb. That case had been a huge media circus, and a
teaching scenario for police forces nationally. Everyone of
their generation in Australia surely remembered who she
was. Or at least who she’d been. If Moloney didn’t, he was
even more unworthy of his position than Spilsbury often
imagined.
The fact there was no priority signal available on-screen
now meant the file was housed elsewhere, somewhere deep,
deliberately embedded, for privacy. That fact spoke enormously of the horrendous nature of that morning. The details of it would help explain nothing here. So the facts could
wait. It was about the present that the girl would need to talk.
She was the only one who knew.
“Photo I.D. is now in from several sources,” Spilsbury
confirmed, having no choice there. “So very much yes on
that one.”
“Pity your Senior Sergeant didn’t know that. We could
have skipped all this noxious by-play.”
“No, we couldn’t. Rana’s as edgy as any of us about this
but the decided approach was to simply get the woman talking and try not to steer for too many corners. She’s done the
job as asked. No real information yet but, by jeez, we’ve got
this girl’s entire character profile there if you’d care to replay
the file. That was actually one hell of a job.”
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The sound on the big screen was muted. Interviewer
Malveen had been seen offering the cigarettes, there’d been
an exchange, something about the lighter that resulted in
nothing being lit, and then the officer had left the room, taking everything but the furniture and the fixed microphone on
the desk.
“Anyway, isn’t smoking illegal in all government buildings?”
“We use them as an interrogative tool. Less fuss than electrodes to the genitals. Same buzz, I believe...”
It was as close as Spilsbury came to humour. It was wasted
on Moloney. His mind was already elsewhere.
“Senior Sergeant Rana Malveen....Agent Majeek....Sebastian and Kara Knight. Isn’t anyone Australian any more?”
“They’re all Australian,” Neil Spilsbury replied, choosing to concentrate on his personal screen and ignore the new
stain of prejudice that an increasingly eclectic world had engendered in his overseer. Multi-racialism was meant to build
acceptance, yet all the old fears—and, in Myles’s case, the
need to deal with it professionally—only seemed to intensify division. “The fact that they’re all Australian is the biggest part of our job.”
“Right.....so she’s Saxony Knight.”
“Mm. 24. Full-time Uni student. Born and raised in Melbourne. Holidaying at the family unit on the Gold Coast.
Working holiday. Parents still down south. We’re interviewing them there as we speak.”
“So they didn’t know about the raid before....”
“Before we leapt in and did it, yes. Factor that in to your
reports and your press release. We are open and accountable,
remember.”
“And the smokes?”
“Are easier to deal with than a water blanket. The raid did
save us a lot of time tracking down her connections.”
“Saxony. As a regular name on a daily basis....what would
they call her?”
“Sax.”
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“But of course. Your girl was right. Parents do have a lot
to answer for. Sebastian. Why am I hearing alarm bells over
a name like Sebastian Knight? Wait a minute...”
“Sebby Knight.....!”
They said it together, Moloney—apparently—as his memories aligned; Spilsbury for effect as he scrolled the screen
for information he already knew. Myles’ reaction had been
far too melodramatic for his liking. Whatever game Myles
was playing, Spilsbury found the guile offensive. The lack of
professionalism and collegiality he almost expected.
This abbreviated version of the man’s name, for all its obvious connection to the formal, rolled all too easily off the
tongue. That name was part of national awareness. Australia
did love its folk heroes. And its legendary crimes. The formal
version of the name was only foreign because it was never
heard. Edward Kelly as opposed to Ned. It seemed that this
had been enough to guarantee Moloney’s failure to connect.
It seemed. Spilsbury’s lapse had been a deliberate rejection.
If Moloney’s had been genuine, he should have felt ridiculous. It was such a classic criminal case.
Spilsbury was mainly sad that the incident needed to be
revived in his memory at all. That this was the one thing he
knew of this girl at this moment of time was repulsive.
“Currently chief executive of Inner Melbourne Football
Club.” Moloney was the one to continue, eschewing the intelligence sources they’d been pursuing. “Once played as a
Mighty Marauder himself. And....one-time Chief Prosecutor
for the State of Victoria. Now teaches Law. Wife was also
some sort of professor-type. Of course. Of course. Yeah,
yeah. Okay, so this girl’s not quite as exotic as we’ve been
making out then. Nothing more than a notorious victim.
Chief Prosecutor. Any connection there with....?”
Everything Moloney had said was correct, so Spilsbury
had allowed the man to ramble through his suddenly-restored
memory instead of interrupting with every detail available
from the file. There wasn’t much more to be added from the
screen anyway. The secure file, much of which Spilsbury had
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written, was yet to emerge. He needed to offer something,
easing the way for full revelation later.
“There was that home invasion business, the siege and potential kidnapping years ago. The girl was there. Would have
been a kid.”
“Pretty tenuous link to today’s terrorism then.”
“No link at all on current information.”
“Yet you’re saying she put two bullets into your man.”
“Somebody did. She was there....gun was there...one of
ours unfortunately...”
“That’s a link to the invasion survival, surely. I mean, if
she had the ability to use a handgun....”
“Maybe owning it would have been more like proof. She
didn’t.”
“Fingerprints?”
“Not on that gun.”
Moloney grunted. That was his concession to pre-techno
roots. Every gun bore fingerprints in the crime shows, before
that the crime novels. Convenient for plot solutions. Modern
substances and surfaces—well, not so modern any more—
didn’t retain such traces at all; that was the rub. Or non-rub,
as the case may be.
“And the second gun?”
“Third. There were three. Also some sort of polymer is
my guess. Even lighter than the Glock, would you believe.
No badge-ing on it anywhere. No matches on available profiles or trade listings. A hybrid, it seems. Might have been
re-engineered. We haven’t got that far yet.”
There was something about that extra gun that disturbed
him—not just its obscurity and make—and he wanted to
take the conversation further, to stretch his thought, but
he was distracted now by the information updating before
him.
“Here’s something....” Spilsbury straightened noticeably
in his tall chair. “She’s had a couple of breaks from study
along the way. Spent some time in the Middle-East...”
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“Oh, great. Doing what?”
“Volunteer stuff....”
There was a sigh in Spilsbury’s voice that Moloney echoed
with a groan. It was a mix that was dreaded in their world,
the innocent but vocal crusader living in a volatile community that the crusader only ever understood emotionally. The
crimes against humanity, the abuses of power...distressing,
yes, but so what? Eat the wonderful food, commune with
the inoffensive civilians, and how easy it all was to completely overlook the politics and the questionable political
methods the regimes pursued. The home-countries became
the enemy; the local down-trodden and oppressed couldn’t
possibly represent the same.
The door to this inner sanctum opened....the inner door
to the inner sanctum....the outers were well-protected and
monitored....and Senior Sergeant Rana Malveen slipped into
the room carrying her notes.
“So she’s a smoker?” Moloney cut in first as he turned to
her.
Spilsbury again noted the big issue which this only slightly
shady practice had instantly become.
“She took three,” Rana Malveen reported. “She turned
down a light.”
“Maybe she was hungry,” Spilsbury commented softly,
mainly to let his officer know how firmly he stood in her
corner. They exchanged a smirk and it was done.
“That practice has to stop, you know,” Moloney blurted,
rising to pace but keeping his eyes on the muted screen.
Spilsbury had been right. It was the possible explanation
he would be forced to make to the scandalised public that
was frightening Moloney off.
Rana Malveen was a career officer, now in her late thirties
and still searching out a niche in her hopelessly testosteroneed profession. Yes, there were high-profile women throughout the various forces. It was the fact that they needed to be
profiled in the first place that was the problem. At least for
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the moment Rana was reasonably content. As long as the
challenging cases kept coming. The current one bore possibilities.
She was of average height, age thickening a figure that
could still draw admiration for its proportions. She was
dressed today in the jeans, non-designer T-shirt, non-label
runners look that best matched her subject. Moloney glanced
at the outfit with the disapproval of a man who would like to
see all officers formally uniformed at all times, but his eyes
still lingered at her worthy chest, perhaps to read the logo
of a past-century flour company whose bag-brand was reproduced there. He supposed that was Art. He would prefer
what an artist could do with that chest.
Spilsbury looked at the face, saw the perennial weariness
worn by most of his staff, but recognised the almost-bruised
underlinings on each of the wide, dark-browed eyes as the
natural toning they were. They stood out like panda markings, even in her swarthy, olive features. The eyes themselves
were dark-chocolate brown, apparently serene and emotionless, and thus a huge asset for the job she was undertaking.
She may have come back to work too soon, Spilsbury
thought. His wisdom in attaching her to this particular case,
for all the finest cathartic reasons, might very well have
erupted messily into his own weary face. She had requested
the first-access interview. Spilsbury had allowed it, knowing
Rana needed to view this other woman up close and immediately. There was nothing closer than the sealed interrogation room. Though the crowd of probing eyes and ears was
a given, they could very easily be forgotten in the brow to
brow intensity of the actual performance.
“She’s on the move,” Moloney reported, and the other two
sidled in to form a watchers’ group near the centre of the
room.
The subject completed a full, slow circuit of the table, eyes
slinking casually over the weave-patterned tiles before her
on each side. Spilsbury deactivated the mute, though there
was little enough to hear. They’d missed another scraping
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of the chair. With the standard of equipment installed in the
room, they could, of course, have heard breathing and heartbeat, even creaking of clothing, if they’d so desired.
They were currently still viewing through the Camera 1
lens, the one that favoured the subject’s chair position and
face. As she completed the first circuit and began a second,
the subject spun off from that orbit and began to move more
purposefully towards the lens-site. While the trio watched,
she strolled right up to the screen till her bent face became
a grotesque stretch of features morphed across it. Then the
face disappeared, first in a grainy dark patch that still allowed
some light and vision through its apparent strands, then the
jungle deepened, till nothing but a scattering of pinpoints
gave access to the once-stark vision from the room.
“And what would that substance be, do you think?” Moloney asked in an accusative drone that confirmed what all
three had already surmised.
“I’d say we were looking through a wad of tobacco,” Rana
provided as the obvious answer.
“At least we know she wasn’t hungry,” Moloney redressed
the previous sarcasm as he went forward to the base of the
screen to activate Camera 2.
She missed the sequence. Now they watched in full as the
subject strolled right up to the concealed lens on the wall
opposite Camera 2 and leant down to deal with it. Her head
concealed most of the action from that location, but when
Moloney switched to Camera 4, offering them a side view,
the rolling of the wad of tobacco in her palms became clear.
They stayed on that view to watch her deal equally as casually with the lens for Camera 2, taking out the screen for a
second time.
The O-cameras were high in each corner of the room, beyond her reach, even if she chose to use the super-lightweight
chair; even if she chose to use the chair on the desk which
was bolted into place. Still, she did seem to detect the location of each one as she strolled another circuit, dusting tobacco from her hands. There was nothing else visible in that
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room except for the thin microphone on the plastic stand, its
connection remote, its use of only secondary requirement,
but placed there to provide a cosmetic target for the subject’s
voice. That habit sometimes provided a clearer result than
the more omni-directional fixtures in the room.
She halted again before the one lens the group was now
viewing through and seemed to be looking directly at them,
either guessing or somehow knowing which one was active.
She saluted them before strolling away, back towards her
place, the action a childish game, yet the point eloquently
made.
“Alright,” Moloney breathed. “We now know her identity
and her nature. Now for Christ’s sake will somebody please
find out who this girl we’re dealing with actually is!”
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